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Introduction and summary

America’s economic future depends in large part on the quality of our nation’s 
public education. Education increases productivity, sparks innovation, and boosts 
our economic competitiveness. In a globally competitive environment, we can’t 
a!ord to have a poorly educated workforce.  

To boast a world-class public education system requires investments.1 Alas, we 
have not invested as much as needed to stay ahead of our international competi-
tors, and the results are clear: Fi"een countries now have higher college gradua-
tion rates than us, and our average test scores are lower than those of not just peer 
countries but also less wealthy places such as Slovenia and Poland.2  

Not surprisingly, the American public thinks we should be making greater invest-
ments in education, with polls showing strong and growing support for increased 
spending. Seventy-two percent of Americans support spending more on educa-
tion today, up from 65 percent in 1985.3 So why have we not been making the 
investments in education that the public desires and the economy demands?  

#ere are of course many reasons but a key, though o"en overlooked, piece of 
the explanation is the decline of the American middle class. Societies with a 
strong middle class make greater investments in public goods such as education, 
which helps fuel their future economic success. Because paying for private school 
imposes a much greater, and sometimes impossible, hardship on middle-class 
families than it does on the wealthy, middle-class families have a strong incentive 
to make public schools work. #e middle class invests its time and energy in pub-
lic schools and supports higher levels of spending on education$and especially 
the taxes necessary to pay for it$than do the rich.  

Moreover, people in strong middle-class societies feel they share a similar fate and 
thus are more willing to make investments that they may not directly bene%t from, 
such as, for example, in education when they do not have school-age children.4  
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Over the past several decades, however, America became less of a middle-class 
society as the wealthy captured most of the economy’s gains. #e top 1 percent’s 
share of income rose to 23.5 percent in 2007, the last year before the beginning 
of the Great Recession, up from 9.12 percent in 1974, while over this same time 
period, the share of income going to the middle class (de%ned as the middle 60 
percent of the population) fell from 52.2 percent to just 46.9 percent. #e share of 
income going to the bo&om 20 percent over this period stayed around 3 percent, 
declining by less than 1 percentage point.5 

As the rich pull away from the middle class, the relative political power of the 
wealthy signi%cantly increases compared to the middle class. #is dramatic change 
in power distorts our political system, leading to not as much investment in the 
public goods needed to maintain a healthy middle class, including a great pub-
lic education system. #e rich are able not only to purchase ever more political 
in'uence but also boost their political power relative to the middle class, which 
now feels less in'uential and thus votes less o"en and gets involved in politics 
less frequently.6 As a result, the views of the American middle class now hold less 
political weight than they used to.

Because of the decline of the middle class, education spending is lower than it 
would be otherwise. Indeed, four decades ago the United States ranked second 
among high-income countries in education spending as a share of GDP$the 
broadest measure of a country’s income level$with only Canada outspending 
us, according to the World Bank.7 In 2008, the most recent year data are avail-
able, we ranked 11th$and Canada, whose middle class has also shrunk signi%-
cantly, dropped to 16th, as countries with stronger middle classes like Sweden 
and New Zealand edged ahead. 

In states across the country, a similar dynamic has played out as well. Since the 
Great Recession began, most states have cut education spending, yet in those 
states with a stronger middle class, education spending has not been cut by nearly 
as much on average.8 Moreover, of the %ve states that cut education spending 
the most, the middle class in four is weaker than the national average. And of the 
%ve states that increased education spending the most, four had stronger middle 
classes than the average.  

To 'esh out these observations and help quantify the importance of a strong 
middle class to making investments in education, we examined in detail educa-
tional spending in all 50 states over the past two decades$the entire period for 
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which complete data are available. We %nd that a weaker middle class is associated 
with signi%cantly lower levels of education spending, controlling for other fac-
tors that a!ect education spending such as state income levels, the percentage of 
minorities in a state, and the age distribution of the state. Speci%cally, we %nd that 
a 1 percentage point increase in the share of income received by the middle class is 
associated with an increase of $64 per-pupil spending on public school kindergar-
ten-through-12th-grade education. 

Our study suggests that if the middle class received the same share of income as it 
did in late 1960s$approximately 7 percentage points more$then spending per 
pupil on education would be about $447 higher today. In a state such as Louisiana, 
the median state in terms of student population, that would have translated into 
$308,839,005 more in education spending during the 2009-10 school year. 

Importantly, increased education spending tends to lead to greater levels of 
achievement.9 Many of the factors that boost educational performance require 
resources. Hiring and retaining good teachers and principals takes money, as do 
supplies, enrichment programs, small class sizes, and high-quality facilities.

To be sure, there is room to improve the e(ciency of our current levels of educa-
tion spending.10 But strong middle-class societies also tend to spend government 
money more e(ciently than unequal societies, with less waste, fraud, and abuse, 
suggesting that the increased educational spending would be likely put to good 
use. Case in point: Researchers commonly %nd that in more equal societies, cor-
ruption is less prevalent and educational resources are allocated more equitably, 
ensuring most students have su(cient resources, not just the privileged.11   

Additionally, a strong middle class boosts educational a&ainment through far 
more than just increased spending.12 #e ways in which a strong middle class leads 
to be&er educational outcomes, such as middle-class parents pu&ing pressure on 
administrators to %re or transfer bad teachers, are described more completely in 
our companion report, “#e Middle Class Is Key to a Be&er-Educated Nation.”

Skeptics may argue that over the past several decades as the middle class declined, 
spending on education generally increased. But we spend more on education 
now because we are a much richer society. Per capita GDP nearly doubled over 
the past four decades, adjusting for in'ation, increasing from $26,669 in 1967 to 
$46,804 by 2008, providing much greater resources for spending on a range of 
goods, including education. Research consistently %nds that as the income level of 

http://www.americanprogressaction.org/issues/2011/11/middleclass__outcomes.html
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a society increases, it spends more on education.13 

Skeptics might also note that all Americans, including the wealthy, generally sup-
port increased educational spending. #ey would be correct.14 But the middle 
class expresses higher levels of support for spending on education than do the 
wealthy, suggesting that spending on education would be even greater if the 
middle class had more political power.

As a result, neither of these points refutes the basic argument of this paper, which 
is that spending on education is higher when the middle class is stronger.  

In the pages that follow, we explore other studies done on the relation between a 
strong middle class and support for a variety of public investments that bene%t the 
overall strength and well-being of society. We then examine how a strong middle 
class results in a strong democracy, and consequently in a proclivity for those 
societies to invest in important public programs such as public education. Our 
paper then turns to the topic at hand$the demand for a quality public education 
system and the willingness to pay for it$before presenting our seminal state-by-
state analysis of the correlation between a strong middle class and spending on 
public education per pupil.

In short, this paper argues that a stronger middle class is likely to be good for our 
nation’s educational system. And improving education in the United States would 
be good for our economy.  
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The middle class  
and public investments
 
A growing body of research %nds that societies with a strong middle class make 
greater investments in public goods that help spur economic growth such as educa-
tion and infrastructure.15 New York University economist William Easterly investi-
gated the relationship between income distribution and public investment in a paper 
entitled “#e Middle Class Consensus.”16 Easterly %nds that a stronger middle class, 
de%ned as the share of income going to the middle 60 percent of the population, is 
correlated with high levels of infrastructure and human capital investment. 

Other empirical studies %nd similar results. One study by Torsten Persson and 
Guido Tabellini, economists at the Institute for International Economics Studies 
and Bocconi University, %nds that the share of income going to households or 
families in the middle 20 percent of a society is positively correlated with invest-
ment in advanced democracies.17 And Princeton University political economist 
Jonas Pontusson argues that equality promotes investments in education.18 Other 
economists also make the case for a link between income distribution, public 
investment, and economic growth.19 Nobel Prize-winning economist Joseph 
Stiglitz, for example, raises concerns that increased inequality can reduce the abil-
ity of a country to take collective action to improve public goods generally.20

Our study expands upon this research in several ways. First, we empirically demon-
strate for the %rst time the relationship between the strength of the middle class and 
education spending in U.S. states. #is is seminal research. Previous research con-
necting the middle class and higher levels of educational spending never examined 
this correlation between strong middle classes and state spending on education.    

Second, and perhaps most importantly, we develop a rich explanation for how 
a strong middle class leads to higher levels of education spending in the United 
States, something previous research has not done. #us, this paper provides the 
theory and empirical research for a speci%c example (education spending in U.S. 
states) of the more general case that more middle-class societies make greater 
investments in growth-oriented public goods.
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A stronger democracy
 
A strong middle class fosters be&er governance by helping ensure government 
is well run, increasing citizen participation, minimizing factional %ghting, and 
promoting policies for the bene%t of all of society rather than special interests. 
In short, as scholars of government have long observed, when the middle class 
is strong, you are more likely to get good governance.  More than 2,000 years 
ago, Aristotle argued, “#e best political community is formed by citizens of the 
middle class.” He explained that “those states are likely to be well-administered, in 
which the middle class is large, and stronger if possible than both the other classes, 
or at any rate than either singly; for the addition of the middle class turns the scale, 
and prevents either of the extremes from being dominant.”21  

Indeed, the middle class boasts a strong interest in promoting foresighted poli-
cies and making government work well because the economic opportunities these 
families strive for are more closely tied to the quality of government than that of the 
wealthy. #e middle class depends more on public services than do the wealthy.22 
High-income individuals can more easily opt out of public services because they can 
readily use private services unavailable to individuals with average income. Lower-
quality public schools, for example, are not as much of a concern for the wealthy 
because they can more easily a!ord to send their children to private schools. 

Even quality roads and bridges are less of an issue for the wealthy when they can 
take helicopters and private planes. #e wealthy can also more easily opt out of 
a country’s regulations over speci%c aspects of their life, for instance by making 
investments and banking abroad, or even moving to another country.23 In contrast, 
the middle class is more likely to be forced to make the system generally work.   

When the middle class is strong, it has the political power to achieve their goals. 
Conversely, economic inequality and a weak middle class make the political 
system imbalanced by giving elites ever more power, which depresses the political 
participation of the nonwealthy; reduces voting, discussion, and interest in public 
policy; and creates a government that focuses on special interests rather than the 
common good.24 James Madison expressed this type of concern when he wrote in 
1787 that “the most common and durable source of factions has been the various 
and unequal distribution of property.”25 In Madison’s view, fractious con'ict led to 
bad government that failed to pursue the public interest.  
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A long line of modern American political science research %nds, not surpris-
ingly, that the wealthy are more likely to get what they want in politics than the 
middle and lower classes, and that the disproportionate in'uence of the wealthy 
causes government and politics to operate di!erently than it would if the middle 
class had more power.26 

Today our nation is increasingly unequal in wealth, with the rich receiving the 
lion’s share of the economy’s gains. #e increase in relative power for the rich and 
decline in relative power for the middle class results in serious political problems 
in America today, with these political di!erences becoming so lopsided that the 
middle class is far less in'uential than it used to be. 

Some of the political success of the rich occurs because of their ability to buy political 
access and in'uence. #e wealthy have always been able to purchase political in'u-
ence, but as their incomes pulled away from the middle class over the past several 
decades, their political contributions overwhelmed those from the middle class.27 

In addition, corporate- and trade-association spending on lobbying and dona-
tions to political action commi&ees grew rapidly over the past few decades, totally 
overwhelming any organized contributions by middle-class organizations.28 #is 
spending gives corporations and high-income individuals access to and in'uence 
with policymakers that middle-class Americans lack. 

But it’s not just that the rich are increasingly able to buy political in'uence 
with campaign contributions and lobbyists. #e excessive political power of 
the wealthy caused by the lion’s share of the economy’s gains going to the rich 
instead of the middle class results in a spiraling e!ect on politics. As the rich 
became more powerful, ordinary citizens felt less powerful, causing them to 
withdraw from politics, which gives the wealthy even more power. Studies 
consistently %nd that a weak middle class and high levels of economic inequality 
profoundly reduce voting, discussion, interest, and other measures of political 
participation for all but the most wealthy.   

In a study of advanced democracies, for example, University of Southern Illinois 
political scientist Frederick Solt %nds that a rise in inequality from low to high lev-
els reduces political discussion by 12 percentage points and voting by 13 percent-
age points. 29 University of Minnesota political scientists Joe Soss and Lawrence 
Jacobs %nd that as inequality has increased in the United States, voting fell sharply 
among middle- and lower-income citizens.30 A study by University of Texas econ-
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omists James K. Galbraith and Travis Hale %nds that higher economic inequality 
in a state is associated with lower voter turnout.31 And in a study of communi-
ties in the United States, Louisiana State University political scientists James C. 
Garand and Kim Nguyen %nd “that citizens, in general, who live in communities 
with lower levels of income inequality are likely to turn out to vote, while at higher 
levels of income inequality turnout tends to be lower in general and especially for 
underprivileged citizens, relative to high-income citizens.”32 

Since even in relatively equal societies the nonwealthy are less likely to participate 
in politics than those with greater economic resources, inequality strongly in'u-
ences who is politically engaged.33 Compounding this dynamic is that Americans 
signi%cantly increased their hours of work over the last several decades$in large 
part by women moving into the paid workforce$as wages stagnated for the 
middle class. #is overload of work reduces the time and energy Americans have 
to get politically involved.34        

Members of the middle class are aware that they are less relevant politically. Today 
nearly half of all middle-class Americans think that “people don’t have a say in 
what the government does,” while several decades ago only a quarter of the middle 
class felt so powerless, according to our analysis of the National Election Survey, 
a long-running nationwide academic survey.35 #e General Social Survey, also a 
large, long-running nationwide academic survey, shows similar trends.36 

Middle-class Americans are also less likely to join voluntary associations than they 
were earlier in our history. Work by Harvard political scientists Robert Putnam 
and #eda Skocpol show how Americans, once lauded by Alexis de Tocqueville as 
a nation of joiners, are no longer becoming members of groups such as the Elks, 
the Knights of Columbus, or Parent Teacher Associations.37 #ese kinds of organi-
zations are key to translating the desires of the middle class into political pressure 
that motivates elected o(cials.38  

PTAs in particular help parents engage their individual schools. State and local 
PTAs play an important role in lobbying government on behalf of parents and 
those interested in the welfare of children. #ey help keep members informed of 
issues, alert them to opportune times to take action, and combine the voices and 
actions of members so that they are felt by politicians.     

Putnam’s research shows a decline in PTA membership across the country$a 
decline that coincided with the decline in strength of the middle class$and he 
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later noted that membership in independent Parent Teacher Organizations has 
not replaced the decline in PTA membership.39 PTOs are independent organiza-
tions that generally operate within one school, whereas PTAs not only operate 
at the school level but also form regional groups and a national organization 
to lobby for the interests of students. Without a strong, organized voice in the 
education debate, the voices of middle-class Americans are not being heard as 
loudly as they once were.

Indeed, a host of recent studies %nd that in the increasingly unequal United States, 
the views of the rich overwhelmingly prevail.40 While these studies have not 
focused on education policy, their %ndings are relevant. First, they clearly indicate 
that when the rich have di!erent views than the rest of the public, the wealthy 
almost always get what they want.  

Second, they provide context for understanding how spending on education 
could be less than it would be if the middle class were stronger. #e preferences 
of the middle class for even more educational spending take a back seat to the 
preferences of the wealthy, who also support spending on education but just not 
as much. #at the middle class would not get the level of spending they want is 
especially likely because, as discussed above, when the middle class loses political 
power to the wealthy, it can have a spiraling e!ect, where political losses on one 
issue cause less interest and support for other issues.41

A particularly revealing study of the U.S. Senate by Princeton University politi-
cal scientist Larry Bartels compared senators’ 'oor votes with the views of the 
constituents on a broad range of issues, including government spending, the 
minimum wage, civil rights, and abortion, though not education policy.42 Bartels 
found that senators’ votes are vastly more responsive to the views of their a)uent 
constituents than to those of the middle class, and were completely disconnected 
from the views of their poorer constituents. “In almost every instance, senators 
appear to be considerably more responsive to the opinions of a)uent constituents 
than to the opinions of middle-class constituents, while the opinions of constitu-
ents in the bo&om third of the income distribution have no apparent statistical 
e!ect on their senators’ roll call votes,” he concluded.

Similarly, Martin Gilens, also a Princeton political scientist, studied 2,000 survey 
questions on a range of proposed policy changes, including on taxes, government 
spending, and social issues, and compared the public’s preferences with whether 
government policy actually changed.43  Gilens found that “when Americans with 
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di!erent income levels di!er in their policy preferences, actual policy outcomes 
strongly re'ect the preferences of the most a)uent, but bear li&le relationship to 
the preferences of poor or middle income Americans.”   

Another mechanism that is likely at work is that the weakening of the American 
middle class also may be changing the way Americans think about investing in 
public goods. Extreme economic inequality breeds a sel%sh orientation toward 
public policy. In contrast, people in societies with a strong middle class believe they 
share a common fate and are thus more willing to invest in one another. A range 
of studies %nd that economic inequality reduces trust between strangers, and that 
reduced trust results in lower levels of spending on many public programs, especially 
programs that bene%t other people.44 As Eric M. Uslaner, a political scientist at the 
University of Maryland, argues, “economic equality is a strong determinant of trust. 
And trust leads to policies that create wealth and reduce inequalities.”45  

Similarly, studies in experimental economics$a new %eld that explores the 
way people behave based on detailed analysis of behaviors in experimental set-
tings$show that inequality reduces the willingness of individuals to contribute 
to a public good. A fundamental sense of fairness drives people to wonder why 
they should contribute to a public good when they have not seen gains and the 
wealthy reciprocate by not contributing. In these studies, the rich are afraid they 
will be exploited by the poor, and the rest of the subjects don’t think the rich will 
contribute enough. #e lack of trust among the subjects in these studies results in 
underinvestment.46 In the next section of our report, we will explore this phenom-
enon at work in public education.
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Demand for education  
and willingness to pay for it
 
#ough the Great Recession forced some cuts in U.S. education spending, over 
recent decades combined federal, state, and local education spending increased 
signi%cantly.47 Yet our public schools would bene%t enormously from higher levels 
of spending. Many school buildings need signi%cant and costly repairs, and reduc-
ing class size, improving teacher quality, and providing enrichment activities also 
cost money.48 Not surprisingly, studies consistently %nd that increased spending is 
associated with higher levels of educational achievement.49  

Few would deny the bene%ts of a highly educated, highly skilled workforce. Both 
common sense and a deep body of research lead us to the inescapable conclusion 
that a quality education system yields enormous dividends while weaknesses in 
our system result in enormous losses. One recent report found that if schools in 
states with lower-than-average performance were brought up just to the national 
average, the economy would enjoy a $700 billion boost.50

Sadly, we know that America’s school system is falling behind. #ere are any num-
ber of statistics one could cite to show how dramatic the needs are. Su(ce it to 
say that one estimate put the economic cost of the gap between U.S. educational 
achievement and international achievement at anywhere between $1.3 trillion and 
$2.3 trillion a year.51 Without a quality education system, the United States cannot 
hope to compete in the 21st century, especially since other countries are ramping 
up their public investments and gaining on the United States in education, scien-
ti%c progress, technology, and other critical areas.52 

Given all this, it makes sense that the American public strongly supports greater 
spending on education. In 1985 65.1 percent of Americans supported an increase 
in education spending. #at support increased to 72.1 percent by 2010.53 All evi-
dence indicates that the middle class is more supportive of increased spending on 
education than the wealthy. To be clear, the wealthy do by many measures support 
public spending on education; they just don’t support it$and especially the taxes 
necessary to pay for it$as much as the middle class. For the wealthy, increasing 
education spending is less important than it is for the middle class. As a result, 
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spending on education has increased over recent decades, but not as much as it 
would have if the middle class were stronger.  

#is general tendency of especially strong middle-class support for education can be 
illustrated with a question from the General Social Survey, which asks about support 
for increased educational spending. In 1985, the %rst year the question was asked, 
66.4 percent of middle-class respondents supported increasing spending com-
pared to only 59.5 percent of top earners.54 Over the years, as support for increased 
education spending rose overall, the di!erence between the middle class and top 
earners remained the same. In 2006, the most recent year this exact question was 
asked, 83.7 percent of middle-class respondents were in favor of increased education 
spending whereas 76.9 percent of top earners answered the same way. And critically, 
the wealthy also have a greater aversion to the taxes necessary to pay for increased 
spending. #is is true speci%cally on education. On the GSS question discussed 
above, an answer of “much more” spending was linked to the possibility of requiring 
tax increases, something 41.6 percent of the middle class supported but only 33.3 
percent of top earners wanted.55  

But even more importantly, it is true about general levels of taxation: #e wealthy 
prefer lower levels than the middle class. If the wealthy are able to secure their 
preferred level of taxation, which studies suggest that they are, then there is less 
revenue available to spend on the public’s priorities such as education.   

Political science research consistently %nds that higher-income individuals, 
because of their self-interest, tend to be less supportive of government spend-
ing and more opposed to taxes.56 Indeed, generally the more wealth people have, 
the greater aversion they have to paying taxes on that wealth, with some obvious 
exceptions like Warren Bu!e&. #e more money people have, the less need they 
have for government programs because they can purchase alternatives, such as 
paying for their children to a&end private schools. In addition, because of pro-
gressive taxation, people with higher incomes tend to pay proportionately more 
money in taxes and thus are particularly concerned about taxes.

While there are di!erences in opinion between middle- and upper-income indi-
viduals, di!erences between the super rich and the middle class are most politi-
cally relevant. #e super rich (the top 5 percent and especially the top 1 percent 
and top 0.1 percent) pulled away economically from the middle class in recent 
decades and thus garnered signi%cantly more political power while the income 
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disparity between the modestly wealthy (the top 10 or 20 percent) and the middle 
class has not changed as much over this time period.  

All signs strongly suggest that as incomes rise to extremely high levels, self-interested 
opposition to government spending and taxes increases, but it is di(cult to tease 
out the precise political views of the super rich. Most polls almost never ask income 
questions that allow you to tease out who is in the top 0.1 percent, 1 percent, or 5 
percent of income earners. And those polls that do allow for such di!erentiation 
rarely have a large enough sample of the ultra-wealthy for any substantive analysis. 
Even capturing the views of the top 10 percent is not commonly done.    

Still, two important academic studies that broadly investigate the political 
a&itudes of the very wealthy argue that they are much less supportive of govern-
ment spending in general, and much more opposed to paying taxes to support 
government programs. 

Research by Northwestern University’s Benjamin Page, a dean of public opinion 
research, and his colleague Cari Lynn Hennessy combines several years of GSS 
surveys that include very high top-end income questions to investigate the views 
of the top 4 percent of Americans by income. #ey %nd economic elites to be 
much more opposed to taxes than the middle class. While the authors did not 
analyze questions about educational spending, they did %nd that the top 4 percent 
were “less likely to express concern about economic inequality and less likely to 
favor government policy to reduce inequality such as more progressive taxation.”57  

Page and Hennessey’s data are somewhat dated, so the economic elite’s views 
could possibly have changed, though analysis of the views of the wealthy (that 
don’t separate out the super rich) indicates that they have become even less 
supportive of government spending and taxes over time, while the views of the 
middle class have not changed.58  

Moreover, a more recent study by Princeton University political scientist Martin 
Gilens looks at how the preferences of the wealthiest 10 percent of Americans 
di!er from those with incomes in the exact middle of the U.S. income range on a 
wide array of policies. On economic policy issues, Gilens %nds that the views of 
the rich and the middle class “diverge in rational and predictable ways, with the 
wealthy much less supportive of taxes and government spending.” According to 
Gilens’s research, the policy preferences of those in the top 10 percent of income 
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earners are twice as likely to become the actual policy of the government as those 
earning incomes in the exact middle of the income range.59

As a result, the taxes, which are necessary to pay for increases in education 
spending, are likely to re'ect the views of the wealthy and thus be lower than 
the ideal point for the middle class and thus provide insu(cient revenue for the 
level of increased spending on education that the middle class desires. In sum, 
the middle class prefers higher levels of education spending than the wealthy 
and is more willing to pay for the spending increases with higher taxes if neces-
sary. #e more political power the middle class has, the more likely their views 
will be implemented into policy. So when the middle class has more power, 
spending on education will be higher.  
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Demonstrating that a stronger 
middle class leads to higher 
education spending 
 
#e preceding sections detailed the theoretical channels that connect a strong 
middle class and education spending. However convincing those arguments might 
be, the case cannot be fully made without empirical proof. 

Using regression analysis, we investigate the relationship between the strength 
of the middle class and education spending in all 50 states from 1989, the %rst 
year for which spending data were available, to 2008, the most recent year for 
which all data are available.  

To examine the relationship between the middle class and educational spending, 
we analyze state, per-pupil elementary and secondary education spending. We 
control for a range of variables that have been found to a!ect education spending 
levels, including state GDP per capita$the commonly used measure of a state’s 
income level$and the age and racial distribution of the state and the size of the 
state economy.60 Additional details on our analysis are available in the appendix.

We %nd a strong and statistically signi%cant relationship between the strength of 
the middle class and the amount of education spending per student. Our results 
are similar even when using alternative measures of education spending, such as 
spending as a share of state GDP, and when using di!erent econometric tech-
niques. #is indicates that our results are quite robust.  

We %nd a strong and signi%cant relationship between the strength of the middle 
class and the amount of educational spending per pupil. #e relationship is statis-
tically signi%cant at well beyond the 1 percent level, meaning these results are very 
unlikely to occur by chance.

Our study suggests that if the middle class received the same share of income 
as it did in the late 1960s, approximately 7 percentage points more, then per 
pupil spending on education would be about $447 higher today. In a state like 
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Louisiana, the median state in terms of student population, that would have trans-
lated into $308,839,005 more in education spending in the 2009-10 school year. 

#ese %ndings are consistent with previous research on the relationship between 
income distribution and public investments other than education spending, for 
which there are no studies until this seminal report.61

Moreover, we also %nd, as expected, that our control variables$the age distri-
bution and racial composition of state populations, the total state population, 
and state income levels$signi%cantly a!ect spending levels.62  #ese results are 
consistent with studies on the determinants of education spending, which gen-
erally has not considered the strength of the middle class, providing additional 
support for our results. 
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Conclusion
 
A strong middle class helps increase investment in education by giving a stronger 
voice to the majority of Americans who want a strong public education system. 
With education more important than ever to Americans and our country, we need 
to make sure that our country is living up to its potential by ensuring a robust 
educational system. By creating a productive workforce, a strong middle class 
helps create economic growth. In order to make the investments necessary to 
strengthen our economy, we need to rebuild our middle class.
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Appendix 

Data

We use elementary and secondary education spending per student as our 
dependent variable.63 #e education spending data from the National Center on 
Education Statistics cover all 50 states from 1989 to 2008. #ese data include 
capital investments but we get very similar results when we use current expendi-
tures. #e %gures were originally in current year dollars but we de'ated them into 
constant 2009 dollars. We also ran our models using education spending as a share 
of state GDP as the dependent variable and found broadly similar results. 

Our independent variable of interest, the strength of the middle class, is the share 
of state income going to the second, third, and fourth quintiles of the distribu-
tion. #ese data are from the Current Population Survey and the American 
Community Survey at the Census Bureau. Note that using a similar de%nition of 
the middle class$the share of income going to the middle 20 percent$produced 
very similar results. #ese de%nitions of middle class are similar because they are 
both a!ected similarly by the rise in income share going to the top.

#e age and racial pro%les of states have been found to a!ect levels of educa-
tion spending, and thus we include controls for these factors. States with a large 
amount of school-age children may have more education spending as their parents 
vote in their children’s interest. Older citizens may resist higher education spend-
ing as it does not directly bene%t them but results in higher levels of taxation. 
Some previous research found that spending is lower in states with a larger share 
of those over age 60.64 Other research found that support for the public educa-
tional system does not decrease as a person ages.65 As a result, we do not have a 
clear expectation for the oldest age groups, though it seems likely that age groups 
with school-age children would be more likely to support education spending.

Age controls were calculated using population estimate %gures from the Census 
Bureau. We create several age groups and calculate what percent of the population 
falls in each age range. #e groups are those between the ages of 5 and 18, 19 and 
29, 30 and 39, 40 and 49, 50 and 59, and those 60 years of age and older.

We control for the racial composition of each state by including the share of the 
population that is nonwhite. Studies on educational spending show that areas with 
higher shares of minority residents spend less on education.66    
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Wealthier populations have more to spend on education and thus we control 
for state income levels, though some previous research on U.S. state education 
spending ignores this variable.67  Similarly, the overall population level of a state 
may a!ect education spending as states with a smaller population may feel a 
greater commonality with one another and be likely to spend more on educa-
tion, so we include a control for total population.68 #e real state GDP %gures 
are from the Bureau of Economic Analysis and the state populations %gures are 
from the U.S. Census Bureau.

Because state spending decisions are typically made for future years, we lag the 
independent variables by one year. We ran regression with contemporaneous 
independent variables and found very similar results. 

Models

We use three di!erent regression models: panel corrected standard errors, or 
PCSE; state- and year-%xed e!ects; and a pooled ordinary least squares, or OLS, 
regression. But our preferred choice is to use PCSE. We believe PCSE is the best 
choice because the share of income going to the middle class, the independent 
variable of interest, is relatively slow moving over time. 

PCSE was %rst described by Nathaniel Beck, a political scientist at New York 
University, and Jonathan Katz, a professor of social sciences and statistics at the 
California Institute for Technology, and has since become common in the study of 
political economy.69 PCSE is a method to improve the accuracy of estimates when 
using time-series cross-sectional data. Time-series cross-sectional data are charac-
terized by repeated observations (o"en annual) on the same %xed political units 
(usually states or countries), and thus the data are o"en correlated over time.

As Nathaniel Beck and Jonathan Katz argue, “the inclusion of %xed e!ects almost 
always masks the impact of slowly changing independent variables.”70 #ey argue 
that using %xed e!ects with time-series cross-sectional data that have slowly 
changing variables of interest is not just a minor problem but rather can be “pro-
foundly misleading in assessing the impacts of important independent variables. 
We stress that we are not simply talking about some minor changes in estimation 
e(ciency, but, rather, estimates that are so far o! as to be completely useless.”71

While we prefer PCSE, we show all of our speci%cations as others have used %xed 
e!ects and pooled OLS when investigating similar questions. James Poterba, an 
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MIT economist, uses both pooled OLS and state- and year-%xed e!ects regres-
sions in his analysis.72 Economists Amy Redhar Harris, of the Congressional 
Budget O(ce; William N. Evans, of the University of Notre Dame; and Robert M. 
Schwab, of the University of Maryland, also use state- and year-%xed e!ects when 
looking at education spending at the state level.73 Furthermore, the strength of the 
middle class was associated with signi%cantly higher levels of spending in all three 
speci%cations, providing strong con%rmation for our arguments. (see table) 

A strong middle class is associated with more education spending

   Description of variables* 

Variable Description

Spending per student K-12 education spending per student

Strength of middle class The share of income going to the middle 60 percent of the income distribution

Population share of children The share of the population between the ages of 5 and 18

Population share in 20s The share of the population between the ages of 19 and 29

Population share in 30s The share of the population between the ages of 30 and 39

Population share in 40s The share of the population between the ages of 40 and 49

Population share in 50s The share of the population between the ages of 50 and 59

Population share above 60 The share of the population that is 60 years old or older

Nonwhite population share The share of the population that is nonwhite

Log of population The natural logarithm of total state population
per cap GDP ($2009) Real GDP per capita, in $2009

Summary statistics
 
Variable

 
Observations

 
Mean

 
Min

 
Max

Spending per student 1000 10072 5039.7 19948

Strength of middle class 1000 0.4851 0.42 0.5402

Population share in 20s 1000 0.1563 0.1216 0.2036

Population share in 30s 1000 0.149 0.1014 0.2156

Population share in 40s 1000 0.144 0.1001 0.176

Population share in 50s 1000 0.1078 0.0675 0.1569

Population share 60 and above 1000 0.1669 0.0622 0.2351

Nonwhite population share 1000 0.228 0.012 0.7681

Per cap GDP ($2009) 1000 34199 21531 57559

Log of population 1000 15.04 13.03 17.42

*Population share of children is the omitted age distribution variable.
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Results
Spending per student

Panel corrected standard errors
Independent variable Coefficient p-value

Strength of middle class 6383 0.000

Population share in 20s 4875 0.224

Population share in 30s 11419 0.000

Population share in 40s 20826 0.001

Population share in 50s 23911 0.000

Population share above 60 9987 0.000

Nonwhite population share -458 0.060

Per cap GDP ($2009) 0.307 0.000

Log of population -131 0.000

R-squared: 0.7356

N: 950

State- and year-fixed effects

Independent variable Coefficient p-value

Strength of middle class 2690 0.020

Population share in 20s -3278 0.187

Population share in 30s 7059 0.018

Population share in 40s 2996 0.423

Population share in 50s -15912 0.012

Population share above 60 31988 0.000

Nonwhite population share -131 0.880

Per cap GDP  ($2009) 0.288 0.000

Log of population -3887 0.000

R-squared: 0.9622

N: 950

OLS

Independent variable Coefficient p-value

Strength of middle class 6383 0.006

Population share in 20s 4875 0.275

Population share in 30s 11419 0.004

Population share in 40s 20826 0.001

Population share in 50s 23911 0.000

Population share above 60 9987 0.000

Nonwhite population share -458 0.178

Per cap GDP ($2009) 0.307 0.000

Log of population -131 0.007

R-squared: 0.7356

N: 950
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